The fixed mindset is particularly harmful to ENTP students because a fixed mindset holds
that impedes any real learning. When we take the defensive, fearful posture of "Don't
sitting next to you, but you are most definitely not learning.

Having a growth mindset, on the other hand, means embracing challenges, struggles and
setbacks. In the growth mindset, you come to realize that failure isn't all or nothing. It's not
a threat but a chance to improve and learn. A growth mindset fosters resilience and
reinforces the belief that effort and persistence are the keys to success.

ENDT faculty will help them unlock their creative potential.

It's important for college students to adopt a growth mindset, especially for those with
entrepreneurial aspirations. The growth mindset encourages innovation and risk-taking,
which are essential for entrepreneurship.

Looking to work with cutting-edge startups and
entrepreneurs in Chicago this summer?

Apply to Y Combinator!

Now, you can apply to join YC this summer! After you apply, you may be chosen to make
your pitch (mid-April). If selected, your company's founding team will spend June – August
with Dropbox, and many more.

Apply to Y Combinator!